Please complete and return immediately to the Conference Officer, office A.660, in order to effect the distribution to your delegation.

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE
CONTRACTING PARTIES

Tenth Session

The ___________________________ delegation wishes to receive ___________________________

English and _______ French copies of G/, L/ and SR.10/ series documents
during the Tenth Session; and _______ English and _______ French copies
of OD/, W.10/ and TEN/ series documents; and _______ French copies of Press Releases. These
delivered to office ___________________________

N.B. Delegations are reminded that the above req those documents they will be forwarding to their
the Session all distribution of documents is made _______ and none is mailed to governments. The documents requested above will be
delivered every morning to the offices of delegations in the Palais des Nations and only for those not maintaining offices will there be other
arrangements made.
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Turquie
Union of South Africa
United Kingdom
United States of America
Uruguay